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Abstract

It is an open question what semantic representations
transformer-based language models can encode and whether
they have access to more abstract aspects of semantic mean-
ing. Here, we propose a diagnostic dataset to investigate how
well language models understand the degree semantics of ad-
jectives. In the dataset, referred as the Adjective Scale Probe
(ASP), we semi-automatically generate 8 tests of Natural
Language Inference (NLI) questions to test 8 key capabili-
ties of adjective interpretation. We apply the ASP dataset to
evaluate the performance of 3 language models, i.e., BERT,
DeBERTa, and T0. It is found that language models per-
form below the majority baseline for most tests of the ASP,
even when the models have been fine-tuned to achieve high
performance on the large-scale MNLI dataset. But after we
fine-tune the pre-trained models on a subset of the ASP, De-
BERTa can achieve high performance on the untrained adjec-
tives and untrained tests, suggesting that DeBERTa may have
captured degree semantic information of adjectives through
pre-training but it needs specific training data to learn how to
apply such information to the current tasks. In sum, the ASP
provides an easy-to-use method to test fine-grained formal se-
mantic properties of adjectives, and reveals language models’
abilities to access formal semantic information.

Introduction
Transformer-based language models have approached or
even surpassed human performance in many linguistic tasks
(Devlin et al. 2019; He, Gao, and Chen 2021), but they are
also known to be susceptible to adversarial attacks (Wallace
et al. 2019; Lin, Zou, and Ding 2021) and perform poorly on
some diagnostic datasets (Naik et al. 2018; McCoy, Pavlick,
and Linzen 2019). Therefore, it remains debated to what ex-
tent the models truly understand language and what types
of semantic information such models can encode. Language
models represent word meaning as vectors calculated over
the contexts that a word appears. This has the advantage
to capture nuanced relations between words since similar
words tend to occur in similar contexts (Yenicelik, Schmidt,
and Kilcher 2020; Miaschi et al. 2020). It is unclear, how-
ever, whether such models can encode more abstract aspects
of the word meaning (Bender and Koller 2020; Bisk et al.
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2020). Here, we investigate whether language models can
encode more abstract and complex semantic information by
examining models’ understanding of a major class of words,
i.e., gradable adjectives1.

On the one hand, gradable adjectives have highly context-
sensitive meaning, since the applicability of an adjective to
a noun varies from context to context. The utterance “John
is tall” may be true when John is compared to other high
school students, but the same utterance could be false when
John is compared to a group of basketball players. On the
other hand, in formal semantics, the degree semantics anal-
ysis (Cresswell 1976; Stechow 1984; Heim 2000; Kennedy
and McNally 2005; Kennedy 2007) of adjectives postulates
an abstract semantic core underlying the meaning of all ad-
jectives in all contexts, which boils down to a few crucial pa-
rameters. Briefly, an utterance in the form “X is Adj” would
map the object X, via a measure function, to a degree on a
relevant scale defined by a particular dimension associated
with the adjective. And the utterance is true if and only if the
degree of X on the scale is larger than a contextually salient
threshold. For example, for the sentence “The elephant is
heavy”, a measure function takes the argument the elephant
and maps it to its weight (i.e. a degree dweight) on a weight
scale, and it says that the weight of the elephant is greater
than a contextually determined threshold on the same scale
(e.g. the average weight of a set of contextually relevant ele-
phants). As we will show in more detail in Dataset Construc-
tion below, the core semantic meaning of adjectives allows
humans to draw inferences between expressions that contain
adjectives, both about the basic meaning of adjectives and
also about other related phenomena, such as when additional
degree operators have been applied to adjectives or when
comparative and superlative constructions are at play. What
is interesting for the current purpose is that although two
different adjectives, for instance straight and warm, may not
necessarily share similar contexts of occurrences due to the
fact that these words are describing very different attributes
of objects in the world, but our understanding of certain ab-
stract aspects of their meaning, such as how they apply to
an argument and the possible resulting inferences we can
draw, can actually be similar across different lexical items.

1We mainly focus on gradable adjectives in our work, which we
will refer to in the text simply as adjectives.



Figure 1: The ASP dataset is divided into 8 tests targeting at different aspects of adjective interpretation. In the examples, words
that are filled into the template are underlined.

Table 1: Examples for the entailment inference task. The ar-
row stands for the inference direction from the premise to
the hypothesis. E stands for entailment, and N stands for not-
entailment. Negation and Comparative tests vary for differ-
ent class of adjectives. See detailed construction templates
in Appendix Table 3.

One of the main goals of the current study is to investigate
whether language models, representing word meaning only
via its context, can capture human’s understanding of such
words. Based on the degree semantics analysis of adjectives,
we build a fine-grained and theoretical-motivated dataset, to
probe the models’ understanding on the degree semantic in-
formation of adjectives.

The diagnostic dataset we build, referred to as the Ad-
jective Scale Probe (ASP), is formulated using the Natu-
ral Language Inference (NLI) task, which requires models
to identify the entailment relation between a pair of sen-
tences (Dagan, Glickman, and Magnini 2006; Bowman et al.

2015). NLI is a basic task for evaluation and can be flexibly
adapted to test specific aspects of language comprehension
(Poliak 2020). In recent years, a growing body of NLI-style
datasets aim to evaluate specific linguistic capabilities such
as numerical reasoning (Ravichander et al. 2019) and prag-
matic inference (Jeretic et al. 2020), and to analyze superfi-
cial heuristics learned by language models (McCoy, Pavlick,
and Linzen 2019; Dev et al. 2020). Here, we create ASP
to systematically probe the adjective understanding of lan-
guage models. ASP contains 8 tests (see Dataset Construc-
tion), separately evaluate 3 main aspects of adjective inter-
pretation, i.e., the basic ingredients of degree semantics, op-
erations on degrees, and degree morphemes in comparative
and superlative constructions. We semi-automatically create
the ASP dataset based on syntactically simple sentence tem-
plates and a diverse set of vocabulary items, and apply sev-
eral measures to ensure the plausibility of the combination
between constituents.

We apply the ASP dataset to evaluate whether
transformer-based language models can understand adjec-
tives. Since the models all perform poorly on the ASP, we
also fine-tune models on a subset of the ASP. It is shown
that models fine-tuned on the ASP can generalize well to
untrained adjectives and untrained tests. The main contribu-
tions of our study are: (i) constructing a theoretically mo-
tivated and fine-grained NLI diagnostic dataset to test mod-
els’ understanding on the degree semantics of adjectives. (ii)
demonstrating some language models can encode degree se-
mantic information of adjectives, but need specific training
data to learn how to apply such information to solve the in-
ference tasks in current study.

Dataset Construction
Tasks For each test illustrated in Figure 1 (see the col-
umn Test), we design two tasks, i.e., a regular entailment



Table 2: Examples for the degree estimation task. The entailment range column shows the entailment condition of α for the
sentence pair. In these examples, α ∈ [60,138], with a fixed interval of 2. ∅ means the entailment relation is not satisfied for any
numeral. δ is a positive value fitted by human annotation (see Appendix B). See detailed construction templates in Appendix
Table 4.

inference task and a degree estimation task. Both are ver-
sions of NLI tasks that require models to identify whether
the premise could or could not entail a hypothesis. All
premises and hypotheses are constructed using templates.
For the entailment inference task, the critical information
in the premises and hypotheses rests in the relationship be-
tween the noun and adjective used in each sentence, and a
large number of nouns and adjectives are used to construct
the tests.

The degree estimation task also tests models’ understand-
ing of pairings of nouns and adjectives, but critically we also
add numeral information to the tests in order to more pre-
cisely target models’ understanding of the crucial concept
of comparison threshold in degree semantics. This task fo-
cuses on a relatively small number of adjectives that can be
mapped to physical dimensions that are easy to quantify nu-
merically (i.e. length, mass, price, and temperature). For the
degree estimation task, each premise contains an antonym
pair, and each premise is tested with 40 hypotheses that only
differed in the numeral, which is sampled from given range
with fixed interval (see an example in Figure 1). Models
are required to judge the entailment relation between the
premise and each hypothesis from the set of hypotheses.

In total, we generate 8K NLI sample for the entailment
inference task (1K for each test), and 16K NLI samples for
the degree estimation task (2K for each test). We apply sev-
eral measures to ensure the plausibility of samples (see Ap-
pendix A). See examples of each test in Tables 1 and 2. In
the following, we detail how the premises and hypotheses
are constructed for each test.

Basic ingredients of degree semantics According to de-
gree semantics, an adjective scale is a triplet of the following
parameters (Kennedy 2007): a set of degrees, an ordering re-
lation, and a dimension of measurement. The adjective maps
its argument to a degree on the measurement scale, ordered

with respect to other degree(s) on the same scale. Targeted at
these parameters, we construct 3 tests, i.e., Degree ordering,
Dimension mismatch, and Argument mismatch, to evaluate
models’ understanding of these basic ingredients of degree
semantics. The Degree ordering test targets the degree or-
dering between a pair of adjectives that can be mapped to
the same measurement scale. For this test, the entailment in-
ference task (Table 1) looks at the asymmetrical entailment
relation between two adjectives, one of which expresses a
greater degree than the other (e.g. gigantic vs. big). When
the two adjectives are mapped to the same noun phrase sub-
ject, the assertion with the stronger degree (gigantic) en-
tails the assertion with the weaker degree (big), but not vice
versa. The degree estimation task (Table 2) makes use of
pairs of antonyms, which render a reverse ordering of the
degrees on the same measurement scale. For instance, the
semantics of a positive adjective long specifies the length
of an object is larger than a threshold degree (upper open),
whereas its antonym short reverses the relation (lower open).
The Dimension mismatch test examines whether the models
understand that there is no ordering relation between degrees
that come from distinct measurement dimensions (i.e. dis-
tinct scales). For instance, for a sentence “The rod is big/ex-
cellent” (Table 1), there is no relationship between the size
of a rod and the goodness of a rod, even though the adjective
excellent expresses a large degree on the goodness-scale,
parallel to the status of gigantic on a size scale. Similarly, for
the example in Table 2, the length of a rod is not informa-
tive for evaluating the straightness of the rod. The Argument
mismatch test examines whether the models understand that
the evaluation of an adjective is argument-dependent. For
the example in Table 1, the evaluation of big in the context
of the rod is independent from the evaluation of big in the
context of the pole. Similarly, for the example in Table 2,
the length evaluation of the rod is irrelevant for the length
evaluation of the pole.



Table 3: Performance of zero-shot models and NLI models on the ASP. The best model performance for each test is highlighted
in bold. The majority baseline is calculated by predicting all samples as entailment or not entailment. The chance level baseline
is calculated by randomly guessing the prediction. Ord.: Degree ordering, Dim.: Dimension mismatch, Arg.: Argument mis-
match, Bo.: Booster, Di.: Diminisher, Ne.: Negation, Com.: Comparative, Sup.: Superlative.

Operations on degrees The relation between a degree that
an object instantiates and a threshold can be further manipu-
lated through degree modifiers. For example, a booster, such
as very, extremely, etc., “boosts the meaning of a property
upwards from an assumed norm” (Quirk et al. 1987). On
the other hand, a diminisher adverb (e.g., relatively, mildly)
would weaken the strength of the adjective they combine
with (Paradis 2008). We conduct 3 tests to examine whether
the models understand that one can apply various operations
to the degrees on a scale. We focus on the Booster and Di-
minisher adverbs, as well as the Negation operator. For both
the entailment inference and degree estimation tasks, each
premise-hypothesis pair shares the same adjective and the
hypothesis is different from its premise by an operator (a
booster, diminisher or negation). The only slight variation is
that, for the hypothesis in the Negation-entailment inference
test (Table 1), instead of applying negation to the same ad-
jective used in the premise, we use “not + antonym” to avoid
the simple contradiction-bias of not (Gururangan et al. 2018;
He, Zha, and Wang 2019). Notably, the entailment patterns
based on the “not + antonym” form also allow us to probe
the context-sensitivity of various classes of adjectives , i.e.,
absolute adjective (bent, straight) vs. relative adjective (big,
small) (see a discussion of different classes of adjectives
in Pinkal 1995; Rotstein and Winter 2004; Kennedy 2007;
Toledo and Sassoon 2011; Solt 2012).

Degree morphemes The tests discussed above mainly
evaluate the semantics of bare adjectives. In English at least,
explicit degree morphemes (e.g. –er/-est, or more/most) are
available for comparative and superlative constructions. We
examine the models’ understanding on the explicit degree
morphemes via the Comparative and Superlative tests. For
the entailment inference task, Comparative and Superlative
tests are designed to probe whether the models understand
the context-dependency of comparison threshold and do-
main restriction. The entailment patterns of the comparative
form also reflect the nuanced differences between different
classes of adjectives in a more fine-grained way (Kennedy
2007), i.e., relative adjective (big, long) vs minimum abso-
lute adjective (bent, wet) vs. maximum absolute adjective
(straight, safe). For the degree estimation task, via setting

the explicit threshold for a Comparative or Superlative eval-
uation, we test the models’ understanding on the basic mean-
ing of degree morphemes.

Model Performance on the ASP
Experiment setup
We tested NLI models and zero-shot models on the ASP
dataset. NLI models were the pre-trained language mod-
els fine-tuned on MNLI (Williams, Nangia, and Bowman
2018), while zero-shot models were only pre-trained. The
NLI models included both base and large versions of BERT
(Devlin et al. 2019) and DeBERTa-v3 (DeBERTa in short.
He, Gao, and Chen 2021). The zero-shot models included
T0 3B and T0 pp, both were variants of T0 that were not
trained to perform the NLI task (Sanh et al. 2021). See de-
tailed fine-tuning (for the NLI models) and inference proce-
dures in Appendix C.

To evaluate a model on the ASP, we collapsed the 3-label
classification of NLI task to 2 labels, with the neutral and
contradiction labels collapsed to a single not-entailment la-
bel (McCoy, Pavlick, and Linzen 2019). For the entailment
inference task, we used accuracy as the evaluation metric.
For the degree estimation task with human annotation, we
used the sigmoid function to fit the human results, and took
the median (proportion=50%) of fitted curves as the thresh-
old of each test type (i.e. δ in Table 2). We used the threshold
to calculate the accuracy of models. We visualized the model
predictions on the degree estimation task following the sim-
ilar procedure of human results.

Result
The model performance on the ASP is shown in Table 3. For
the entailment inference task, the accuracy of the best per-
forming model (highlighted in bold) was never more than
10% above the majority baseline. All models failed to cor-
rectly distinguish the degree difference between lexical pairs
(Degree ordering test), and adjective phrases (Booster and
Diminisher test). For example, all models tended to judge
that “The rod is big” entails “The rod is gigantic”. Similarly,
all models tended to judge that “The rod is big” entails “The
rod is very big”. The performance was relatively high on



Figure 2: Model performance on the Degree ordering, Comparative, and Superlative tests of the degree estimation task.

Figure 3: Model performance on the Booster, Diminisher and Negation tests of the degree estimation task.

the Dimension mismatch and Argument mismatch tests. In
the Negation test, models tended to judge that the negation
form of an adjective was always equivalent to its antonym,
i.e., “the rod is not small” entails “the rod is big”, regardless
of the semantic class of adjectives. Furthermore, all mod-
els were confused about the context-sensitivity of threshold
(Comparative test) and domain restriction (Superlative test).

For the degree estimation task, as shown in Table 3, the
models performed poorly on most of the tests except for the
Dimension mismatch and Argument mismatch tests. We vi-
sualized the behavior of a few tests in Figures 2 and 3, with
the full set of results presented in Appendix Figures 2-4. In
Figure 2 we presented the results from 3 tests: Degree order-
ing, Comparative and Superlative. For human annotators,
when presented with a pair of antonyms such as long-short,
they used the numeral information in the premise to help

gauge the range on a scale that holds true for the adjectival
predicate. For instance, a premise sentence “A 120 cm rod is
long. A 80 cm rod is short” would indicate to a human anno-
tator that any length above 120 cm was long and there was
also some (monotonically increasing) likelihood that an area
on the scale prior to 120 cm, i.e. 100-120 cm in Figure 2 top
left panel, the rod could also be considered as long. Their
understanding of the antonym word short was reversed (Fig-
ure 2 bottom left). Across all the tests presented in Figure
2, human results showed a clear understanding of degree se-
mantics. In contrast, the model predictions, in comparison to
the human results, revealed poor performance. For the most
parts, the models almost exclusively favored the single nu-
merical value provided in the premise, failing to draw infer-
ences about other values on the scale. T0 pp and DeBERTa-
base, although still far from satisfactory, had slightly better



Table 4: Performance of models fine-tuned on a subset of the ASP. The best model performance for each test is highlighted in
bold.

performance relative to other models, sharing some similar-
ity with the human results.

In Figure 3 we presented the visualization for the 3 De-
gree operation tests: Booster, Diminisher and Negation. For
a human annotator, not only understood what is an appropri-
ate length distribution for a long rod (the grey distribution in
the left panel in Figure 3), he/she also understood a booster
like very shifts the distribution upwards on the scale, a di-
minisher like relatively shifts the distribution downwards,
and a negation operator would take the complement set of
degrees on the scale. For the models, only the T0 pp showed
a somewhat promising trend similar to the human results.
But by and large, the models failed to match human results.

The evaluation result indicated that NLI models and zero-
shot models performed poorly on our ASP dataset. T0 pp
and DeBERTa-base showed some human-like behavior in a
few degree estimation tests. We further measured the cor-
relation (R=0.20, p=0.17) between the performance on the
degree estimation task and numerical reasoning ability (Ap-
pendix Figure 5), and excluded the possibility that numerical
reasoning ability alone led to the models’ poor performance
on the degree estimation task.

Fine-tuning on the ASP
Experiment setup
Though models performed badly on the ASP, it was possi-
ble that the models maintained some degree semantic infor-
mation of adjectives but failed to apply such information to
solve NLI tasks. Therefore, in the following, we fine-tuned
both base and large versions of BERT and DeBERTa, using
a small subset of the ASP and tested whether the fine-tuning
effect could transfer to untrained adjectives and ASP tests.

Specifically, we used samples from the Degree ordering,
Dimension mismatch, and Argument mismatch tests for fine-
tuning, all of which were designed to probe the basic in-
gredients of degree semantics. The fine-tuning was done 4
times, involving both the entailment inference and degree
estimation tasks. For the entailment inference task, we split
the adjective vocabulary into training/testing set before data
generation. Each time, we used 50% of the adjectives to
construct the training set, and left the remaining half of
the adjectives for testing. For the degree estimation task,
each time, we used 3 physical dimensions for training, e.g.,
length, mass, and price, and the remaining dimension, e.g.,
temperature, was used for testing. Additionally, the hypothe-

sizes we used for training only covered a subset of the scale,
in particular the area on the scale with α < 80 and α > 120.

In sum, we used 6000 samples (1500 samples for the en-
tailment inference task, 4500 samples for the degree estima-
tion task) for fine-tuning. The label distribution of training
set was balanced. The fine-tuning parameters on the ASP
were shown in Appendix Table 2. We reported below the
evaluation results on the testing sets, averaged across 4 fine-
tuning procedures.

Result
The model performance on the testing sets is shown in Table
4. For the entailment inference task, the models achieved
∼100% accuracy on the untrained lexical items in the De-
gree ordering test, while still failed on the other tests that
were withheld from training. For the degree estimation task,
by learning the entailment patterns on the basic ingredients
of degree semantics, models could generalize the capability
to some other untrained tests, such as the Diminisher and
Superlative tests.

In Figure 4, we visualized the results for a few tests of the
degree estimation task. In the Degree ordering test, although
the range of 80 < α < 120 was withheld from training, De-
BERTa models showed a gradual increase of entailed hy-
potheses over this range, similar to human results. Similarly,
although the Booster, Diminisher and Negation tests were
withheld from training, DeBERTa-large showed behavior
similar to human results. In Appendix Figures 6 and 7 we
presented the visualization results for other tests and models.
In general, DeBERTa models performed better to generalize
from training sets to untrained tests, whereas BERT models
performed more poorly.

To summarize, the results showed improvements of per-
formance after fine-tuning on a subset of the ASP. Although
the models were still not performing at ceiling level, it was
impressive that they could transfer the learning outcome
from training to untrained lexical items and tests. This was
indicative of the possibility that the pre-trained models to
some extent had access to the abstract degree semantics in-
formation, but fine-tuning on MNLI might not provide suf-
ficient signals that underscored the need to deploy such in-
formation. As a result, without fine-tuning on the ASP, the
models did not know how to apply the knowledge of degree
semantics to the specific inference tasks in the current study.
Yet another remaining possibility was that the models de-
veloped some superficial heuristics during fine-tuning. We



Figure 4: Model performance on the Booster, Diminisher, and Negation tests of the degree estimation task.

further conducted control experiments to rule out this pos-
sibility (see Appendix D). Additionally, we manipulated the
numerals in the premise to evaluate the robustness of models
(see Appendix E), and the results were similar to the current
results.

Related Work
Current language models are data driven, therefore con-
structing informative datasets is critical to train and evaluate
models. Recently, a large number of datasets have been pro-
posed. Some contains more challenging samples (Nie et al.
2020) and some are diagnostic datasets targeted at eval-
uating particular linguistic capabilities (Ravichander et al.
2019; Richardson et al. 2020; Saha, Nie, and Bansal 2020;
Vashishtha et al. 2020; Kober, Bijl de Vroe, and Steedman
2019). Our study contributes to this body of literature in the-
oretically informative ways. The ASP is a fine-grained di-
agnostic dataset that comprehensively tests language mod-
els’ understanding of adjectives, a major class of words in
natural language. Our tests are grounded in the formal the-
ory (i.e., degree semantics) of adjective semantics, borrow-
ing the insights of formal semantics to help better interpret
the internal representations of language models. Some pre-
vious studies have also analyzed the properties of the word
embeddings of adjectives under the framework of degree se-
mantics: Garı́ Soler and Apidianaki (2020) find that a diag-
nostic classifier can decode the intensity of adjectives from
word embeddings of BERT. Samir, Beekhuizen, and Steven-
son (2021) classify the extremeness of adjectives based on
word2vec. Both of these studies aim at distinguishing dif-
ferent types of adjective classes. The current study focuses
on whether models can correctly capture the entailment re-
lations between sentences, a task that is more closely related
to what humans do when they understand sentence mean-
ing. In addition to the traditional entailment inference task,
which only elicits a categorical response from the models,
we also develop a new type of entailment inference task, the

degree estimation task, which quantifies models’ responses
on a numeral scale.

One of the interesting findings of our study is that mod-
els fine-tuned on a subset of the ASP dataset perform much
better than models that are only fine-tuned on MNLI. This
highlights the need to be cautious when drawing conclusions
based on the failure of a model. When models fail to perform
a task, the problem could arise from the inherent inadequacy
of the internal structure of the model or it could be due to in-
sufficient training signals. At least for the current case, our
study suggests that pre-trained language models can encode
to some extent the degree semantic information of adjec-
tives. But the models need to be trained to understand how
to apply such information. This is consistent with previous
findings that suggest models may have learned superficial
heuristics from the large-scale NLI datasets (Gururangan
et al. 2018; Naik et al. 2018; McCoy, Pavlick, and Linzen
2019). Models fine-tuned on NLI datasets may fail on lin-
guistically more sophisticated tests, but capability-specific
datasets can potentially improve performance on these eval-
uations (Liu, Schwartz, and Smith 2019; Wang et al. 2022).

Conclusion
In summary, based on the degree semantics analysis of ad-
jectives, we create the ASP dataset to comprehensively and
quantitatively evaluate the understanding of adjectives of
language models. The current study shows that although the
state-of-the-art transformer-based language models reach
human performance in popular datasets such as MNLI, they
fail to precisely understand the meaning of adjectives. By
fine-tuning pre-trained models on a subset of the ASP, mod-
els can generalize the learning outcome to untrained lexical
items and tests, indicative of the possibility that pre-trained
models can encode (at least some) formal semantic informa-
tion of adjectives. But the models need the specific training
data to learn how to apply such information to solve the in-
ference tasks in the current study.
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